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“Be the Street You Want to See.”
 

“Be the Street” is bold, friendly, fun and not afraid to get its hands dirty. A 

little bit Gandhi with a touch of Tom Sawyer, all wrapped in Bay Area themed 

blanket, the messaging encourages youths to take ownership of the state of their 

community and actively shape their environment. In this campaign, the state of 

the “street” is a reflection, for better or worse, of the kids who use it. Rather 

than passing the blame on to peers, adults, or others, Be the Street asks that 

individuals take action to clean up and invigorate their surroundings. By exploring 

and engaging problems and solutions to community and environmental issues, 

street-by-street, participants will be rewarded with the pride, and the fun, of 

having created the kind of “street” they have always wanted to live on. 

Developed by SGA Inc.

02/29/2012

Overview:

BASMAA has set out to implement a campaign to encourage anti-littering practices 

and raise awareness of greater pollution prevention within Bay Area youth 

communities. However, while their existing branding has been successful for their 

partnerships with government and professional organizations, the institutional 

tone might not resonate with a younger audience, nor would it provide a modular 

platform for popular social media applications and extended viral opportunities. 

In answer to this concern, BASMAA decided to create a more user-friendly sub-

brand that would provide greater potential to be embraced by teenage to young-

adult market.  

The Bay Area Stormwater Management 

Agencies Association [BASMAA] is a 501(c)(3) 

non-profit organization focused on regional 

challenges and opportunities to improving 

the quality of stormwater that flows to our 

local creeks, San Francisco Bay and Delta, 

and the Ocean. BASMAA is a consortium of 

the following eight San Francisco Bay Area 

municipal stormwater programs: 

Alameda Countywide Clean Water 

Program, Contra Costa Clean Water 

Program, Fairfield-Suisun Urban Runoff 

Management Program, Marin County 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention 

Program, Napa County Stormwater 

Pollution Prevention Program, San Mateo 

Countywide Water Pollution Prevention 

Program, Santa Clara Valley Urban Runoff 

Pollution Prevention Program, Sonoma 

County Water Agency Vallejo Sanitation 

and Flood Control District

Together, these agencies represent more 

than 96 agencies, including 84 cities and 

7 counties, and the bulk of the watershed 

immediately surrounding San Francisco Bay.
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Target Audiences:

Primary Audience: “Young Adults” 
16-24 year olds 

The youth resource council is only the tip of the iceberg for this group. They 

are high school and college students as well as young workers and emerging 

professionals and community leaders. They are eager to learn and make their 

mark on the world, but they are also still learning and want to have fun at the 

same time. For them, Be the Street is not a chore, it is an opportunity.

Secondary Audience: “Mentors” 
30+ year olds 

These are parents, teachers and youth organizers that will help to get more kids 

involved with the program whether that means leading or suggesting Be the Street 

themed/sponsored activities, or helping to conduct surveys or communicate 

messaging. They want to know that while Be the Street is fun, it is also 

educational and backed by a credible organization like BASMAA. 

 

Aspirational Audience: “Everyone Else” 
All of the Bay Area (and beyond...) 

With wider attention by the public at large, the Be the Street campaign has the 

opportunity to create a large scale social norm that will not only attract positive 

press for BASMAA and the participating youths, but also help to widen the reach of 

the message of ecological and social responsibility that we are promoting.



Logo Guidelines:

The Core Brand

Hero Logo 
For “official” & standardized applications

This format (shown in the upper left of the page) is the default form of the Be the 

Street logo and should be used for all “official” applications by the committee or 

program as a whole. It includes the “Crown” with the primary figure tossing litter 

into a garbage can with a supporting figure on the   left performing a celebratory 

hand stand. The diagram indicates the spacing guidelines. Nothing should cross 

over the space indicated by the dotted lines  . Don’t get too close to the logo.

Square Hero Logo 
For photos, web avatars and apps.

This version has the essential message of the campaign, but is adaptable to 

smaller spacing constraints where legibility is most important (such as online 

formats, message boards, twitter, etc...) or for use with supplemental imagery/

photography that takes the narrative place of the crown.

Type 
Franklin Gothic

The primary typography for “Be the Street” is Left-aligned Franklin Gothic. 

See below for usage examples with the logo:
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Logo Guidelines:

Regionalizing
Logo components & variations for individual cities, programs, streets.

The brand offers many opportunities for variation. The areas highlighted in yellow 

can be altered and customized while still keeping a strong connection to the 

central brand and messaging.

The Tag [aka “the street”]
Can call out a specific street, county, quality or attribute.

All lower case, left aligned Franklin Gothic Demi below the “ Big BE”. This can be 

used to highlight a specific, place, activity, or attribute as the object of “Being” 

The Crown 
The stage for visualizing a desired behavior/attitude

By depicting different scenes using silhouetted images, a wider range of messages 

can be highlighted, and more specific groups of participants targeted. However 

don’t overload the crown. A good guide is no more than 3-4 figures/objects at a 

time. The general hierarchy should place the main action in the center frame with 

supporting action on either side. 

Silhouettes should be solid outlined shapes with simple and clear actions. Think 

of Apple’s iPod campaign as a point of visual reference. Remember to ground your 

figures (feet on the baseline) so they are not floating!

The “Big BE” 
Don’t mess with the BE.

The Big BE should never be altered or overlapped. (Though a possible exception 

could be with user-generated variants. See Pg 5.) It should be filled with a solid 

color and always with the grassy baseline. 

blank boulevard
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Logo Guidelines:

Unique logos 
For user-generated content and contests. Not for branding.

Outlined or otherwise reductive forms of the logo can be customized for target 

audience engagement. The Big BE should remain intact to anchor these one-off 

logos to the larger campaign. Otherwise, for the most part, these versions don’t 

need to be as adherent to the established rules of the brand. This freedom 

encourages creativity and ownership by the ground-level participants in the 

campaign. Further discussions will be held by the BASMAA committe about when 

and how to use these playful versions along with the more formal verisons. 

Customized logos can be published, highlighted or promoted as part of a contest 

or other outreach activity, but these versions should not be used to brand any 

BASMAA/Committee generated part of the campaign. We will create the situations 

these logos are made/used in, not the logos themselves.

What this means is that as this campaign develops, there is a potential to see a lot 

of unique offshoots on Be the Street coming from our target audience. We want 

to encourage this! However in order to maintain the core brand strength, leaders 

and organizers  within BASMAA should keep their own branding efforts within the 

parameters expressed on page 4 of this document.
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Logo Guidelines:

Mastheads
For horizontal formats: newsletters, banners, etc...

When used on a horizontal plain, the “Crown” element can be placed to the sides 

to create a larger city scape as wide as needed for the format. The space created 

can be filled with combinations of silhouette figures, or be left blank. Information 

should go below the tag as with other text guidelines (see page 3).

Color
Don’t be afraid of it. 

 

Playfulness with color is open and encouraged. It can be used to appeal to a wide 

variety of audiences and can be bright and energetic or more subdued. You should 

always keep the core elements as a single solid color and tone. Additional colors 

can be worked in with the backgrounds to create contrast. However, the Be the 

Street logo should always be the darker toned color.
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Hey Guess What!?!
Your copy should begin at this line
and then drop down below this point.

the street

Hey Guess What!?!
Your copy should begin at this line
and then drop down below this point.

Notes for photography

When using the full logo over photography, use a 

color block underneath so the image doesn’t make 

the overlap too busy.

Only use the square format logo directly over 

a picture. The silhouettes cut outs will become 

cluttered when a busy image is underneath. 

Normally the brand logo will be darker tone , but 

in a photograph it is okay to use a “knock-out” 

white version instead for better readability.
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Branding Checklist

Hero Logo:
 for large-scale Be the Street branding 
 use when unsure of which version you can use
 formal BASMAA usage

Square Hero Logo:
 use when you don’t have a lot of space
 use when the full hero is too busy to work
 a square icon format.
 semi-formal usage

Regional Logo
 business casual usage
 tailored to a specific region/street/etc...
 tailored to a specific program

Unique Logo
 informal usage
 created and used directly by the youth audience
 not for long term use
 not to be used/made directly by campaign leaders

Text/Typography
 Franklin Gothic
 always left aligned
 
Crown
 3-4 silhouettes (figures objects)
 models aspirational behavior (no negative modeling!)
 silhouettes simple outlined figures

The Tag
 always left aligned to the base of the Big BE.
 always lower case Franklin Gothic Demi

The Big BE
 do not alter the shape or overlap the Big BE
 a fixed brand element

Color
 brand mark is always one color & tone
 with backgrounds, use a lighter color under a darker logo
 otherwise free to mix (per legibility)
 can be white when placed over photography


